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Printing can be pricey
In an effort to cut down on waste and cost, library and
computer lab printing could be an additional expense
Katie Sheridan
Campus Editor

During the 2007 calendar year,
the campus printed more than two
million pages in the library and
student labs. Nearly five percent
of the students on campus printed
over 1,000 pages each. As wasted
pages pile up weekly, the library is
considering making a change.
Next semester, students may be
charged for the number of pages
they print. Instead of unlimited
printing, students will be allotted
a certain number of pages.
The system will be run through
the newly introduced CarrollOne
Cards. The Heartland system has
created a special program to keep
a tab for printing. JCU is the first
campus to use the Heartland printing program.
The details are still being
worked out, but the idea is that
students will start each semester
with a dollar amount on their
cards specifically for printing.
Jim Burke, interim executive
director of information technol-

ogy services, said, “The main reasons for the changes were because
of the cost and waste.”
Starting in the spring of 2005,
Burke began tracking the printing.
In his first semester reports, he
found that one student printed over
5,000 pages. While most students
printed an average ranging from
230 to 370 pages a semester, some
abused the system. In the spring
of 2006, one student printed 7,264
pages.
Jeanne Somers, director of the
library, saw the unused printed
pages stack up. She thinks the plan
will make a huge difference.
“The goal of any plan we adopt
would be to reduce waste without
placing a financial burden on students who make reasonable use of
the resources available to them,”
said Somers.
Senior Patricia Kuenzig is in
favor of the system.
“I don’t print that much anyway and I think when you can get
something offline it’s not necessary to be printing it,” she said.
On the other end of the spec-

trum, some students feel they
shouldn’t have to worry about how
much they’re printing.
Sophomore Kelsey Downing
said, “That’s so frustrating because
some teachers require you to print
stuff and I’m not going to use my
own ink for like 20 pages of a
PowerPoint.”
Somers and Burke feel that if
this plan is implemented, it won’t
affect the average student.
For instance, if the printing
costs ten cents and students are allotted 500 pages, they would have
$50 in that account. It would not
be an extra fee.
However, when students exceed the set amount they can add
more money to their cards. They
will be alerted each time as to how
much the printing job will cost and
their current balance.
Burke would like to see the
plan in place next semester. He
and Somers welcome feedback
from the students.
“We want to talk with the students about what’s reasonable,”
said Somers.
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Student
Printing
Stats
For 2007

3,183

Students printed on
JCU computers

1,014,880

Total pages were
printed

319

The average number
of pages printed by
each student

4,275

Was the max number
of pages printed by
one student
Source: JCU Information Technology Services

‘07 JCU graduate fondly remembered as caring
Kate McCall

a sponge – she knew a lot about
everything,” Schwartz said.
Thomas’ personality shined
through whether she was in the
classroom or working.
Described as a “fiery, passionate,
strong-willed woman,” by Chesarino, Thomas was not afraid to share
or defend her opinion.
Her passion was evident in all
of the work she did. Schwartz said
that Thomas liked to do her own
projects, including one that involved
researching her family’s genealogy
back several generations.
“While other people wanted to go
out, Erin worked hard on her family tree. It was something she really
liked,” said Schwartz.

A political science major as an
undergraduate, Thomas was deciding if she wanted to attend graduate
school.
In the meantime, Chesarino said
Thomas was working as a bartender
and a nanny, a job where Chesarino
said she was “warm and maternal
and those children loved her.”
In the past, Thomas had worked
at StirCrazy with Schwartz.
Pamela Mason, an associate
professor in the political science
department, had Thomas during
her senior year for a political theory
seminar on the Greeks.
Mason said Thomas was a

Parking
overload
Caitlin Huey-Burns
Campus Editor

The Green Road Annex, John
Carroll University’s newest parking
lot, was employed this year to make
up for what the University lacks
in on-campus parking. The annex,
formally Temple Emanu El, holds
about 200 spaces and was expected
to accommodate undergraduates
who wished to park there, according
to Campus Safety Services Chief
Timothy Peppard.
Yet, because this is the premiere
year of the annex, Peppard did not
expect the demand to be so high.
Campus Safety Services sent an
e-mail survey over the summer to all
freshmen and sophomore students
asking them whether they would
want to bring a car to campus.
The office had a low rate of return
on these interest indicators, so they
“were overwhelmed by requests
for permits when the school year
began,” said Brian Herd, deputy
chief of the department.
According to Peppard, underclassmen students were never guar-

Please see PARKING, p. 2

Coventry

Watch

On St. Nicholas Day 2006, Erin
Thomas waited until her roommates, Carie Chesarino and Marie
Semple, were fast asleep.
Then, following the age-old tradition, she found their shoes, filled
them with candy and left them
outside their bedroom doors.
Chesarino, now a senior, said,
“My mother never even did that.
She [Erin] was special and she
loved.” Thomas, a 2007 John Carroll University graduate, died in a
car accident early last Thursday
morning, in Pepper Pike, Ohio.
She was 23.

Jackie
Schwartz,
another of
Thomas’ former roommates, first
met her good
Photo courtesy of cleveland.com
friend when
Erin Thomas
they lived on
the same floor in Murphy Hall
their freshmen year. Schwartz and
Thomas grew close and eventually
lived together in a house junior
year.
“Erin was an extremely outgoing, happy and very independent
person. She was also very knowledgeable. Some people know a lot
about one subject; Erin was like
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Campus
Briefs
Homecoming
Festivities

The festivities planned are JCU’s
version of the game show “Deal or
No Deal” on Sept. 26 at 8 p.m. in
the Dolan Science Center Atrium;
the late-night breakfast on Sept.
26 at 11 p.m. in the Schott Dining
Hall; the Homecoming Street Fair
on Sept. 27 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on South Belvoir Blvd.; and the
Homecoming Dance on Sept. 27 at
6:30 p.m. at Cleveland’s Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame.

Getting into Graduate
School Panel
The Career Center is sponsoring a
graduate school information session on Wednesday, Oct. 1 from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Jardine Room,
located in the Student Center. All
students are invited to attend. There
will be a panel of graduate school
recruiters and Ph.D. students to
help undergraduate students identify graduate and professional programs for Master’s degrees, Medical School, and MBA and Ph.D.
programs. There will also be information on how to pay for graduate and professional programs and
what you can do now to prepare for
these programs. For more information, please contact Judith Aungst
at jaungst@jcu.edu.

Register to vote in
Ohio
Any JCU student eligible to vote
from any state can register to vote
in University Heights for the upcoming national election. Students
may register to vote at the following locations: The Office of Student
Activities from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
M–F; The Office of Residence Life
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., M–F; The
Center for Service and Social Action (AD 30) from 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m., M–F; Area Coordinator Offices from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1
p.m. to 5 p.m., M – F; The Office of
Campus Ministry (Rm. 35, Student
Center) from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
M – F, and at the Grasselli Library
during regular posted hours.

- Compiled by:
Caitlin Huey-Burns
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Increase in underclassmen bringing cars to campus prompts CSS to assess parking
from PARKING, p.1
anteed parking.
Students who desired parking were asked to purchase their
permits during the first week of
classes, yet significant amount of
students did not pick up their passes
on time.
This trend was problematic
for CSS because they anticipated
selling permits within the first two
weeks of classes in order to evaluate parking conditions in the third
week.
Those students who were unable
to attain a pass were placed on a
waiting list and given temporary
parking permits to park on campus
at no cost.
Given the unexpectedly high
demand for parking, CSS is now
calling sophomores with annex
permits to inform them that they
will be able to park on campus to
create space at Green Road, and to
give permanent passes to those on
the waiting list.
“Everyone on the waiting list
will have a spot, either on campus
or in the annex,” said Peppard.
Sophomore Audra Distefeno
was one of the annex permit holders
relocated to campus.
“I was very happy to be moved
onto campus because I do community service off campus and I have
to drive myself,” she said.
Peppard said that the University
was at a land lock. “We had a choice
to make. We knew we couldn’t accommodate everyone on campus,
we just didn’t have the space,” he
said.
In turn, the annex provides not
only more parking, but also serves

from THOMAS p. 1

pleasure to have in class, and
that her thoughtful presence and
participation made a difference
to all.
“Erin had an intuitive grasp on
the issues that we read and talked
about, and had a real commitment
to connect what she was learning
in the classroom to the real world,”
said Mason.
Many said Thomas was a terrific young woman.
“Every single moment with Erin
was memorable,” said Schwartz.
Thomas is survived by her
brothers, Christopher and Craig,
both sophomores at JCU. She also
leaves behind her parents, Timothy
and Mary; siblings Melissa and
Jeffery and boyfriend Anthony
Berard.

Photo by Mike Spinelli

Packed parking at the Green Road Annex is due to a high parking demand from underclassmen.
as a marketing device for prospective students looking for a university
which accommodates their parking
needs.
Annex permits cost $125 dollars,
as do on-campus permits.
Sophomore Nick Orlando is
happy to have a place to park, but
said, “I don’t really think it’s fair
to pay $125 when we aren’t given
the ideal parking space as the upperclassmen, I feel that we should
pay less.”
Commuter students may park for
free in the annex because the University discontinued free parking for
commuters in University Square.
Peppard said that the annex lot
was not intended to make money,
but rather to simply provide more
parking options. Permit fees are
intended to cover expenses without
burning students’ pockets.

In order to provide annex parking, JCU provides exclusive shuttle
services every ten minutes to and
from the annex lot on Sundays from
5:30 p.m. to midnight, Mondays
through Thursdays from 7:30 a.m.
to midnight and Fridays from
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The annex shuttle does not run
on Saturdays because all students
are able to park on campus on the
weekends.
Orlando said, “Picking up my car
on Friday night is inconvenient as
the shuttle stops running too early
on that day.”
While 200 spaces are available
for student parking in the annex,
50 additional spaces are allocated to
Heinen grocery store patrons.
This is a result of a long-standing
arrangement between the temple
and the supermarket, which JCU

honors in the spirit of being a good
neighbor.
A section of the annex was closed
last Friday to block off flooded areas
from the day-long downpour that
occurred.
Peppard hopes to expand the annex eventually by taking down the
playground located on the temple’s
property to allow for additional
parking spaces.
Peppard predicts that given
JCU’s historical demand for parking, and assuming that not every
underclassman will bring a car to
campus, freshmen and sophomores
with cars will be able to park in the
annex and upperclassmen will be
able to park on campus next year.
“We need to get a semester
under our belt to get a sense of
what the demand is,” according to
Peppard.

C O V E N T R Y S H U T T L E WAT C H
Members of the Student Union met with John Carroll University administrators
last week to discuss the proposal of the Coventry Shuttle. According to the SU, the
following concerns and ideas were discussed by the administration:
*The shuttle should be called the West Loop Shuttle and should extend beyond Coventry
Village to Little Italy and the intersections of Cedar and Lee and Cedar and Fairmount to
accommodate different desired destinations.
*The shuttle should run on the weekends instead of Thursday nights because weekday
shuttle services to bars would seem to encourage drinking on a school night.
*There are several risks and liabilities with the University’s mission and image, as a school
sponsored-shuttle service may encourage student intoxication.

Campus Safety Log

CORRECTION:

September 13, 2008
A report that a female was
being bothered by a male was
taken by CSS officer and an
assault was reported at
10:20 p.m.

September 17, 2008
A fictitious parking permit was
found on a vehicle in the Green
Road Annex lot at 2:59 p.m.

September 16, 2008
A theft of a driver’s license
and cash was reported at
8:45 a.m.

September 17, 2008
Theft of a computer, iPod, and
wallet from a Campion Hall
dorm room was reported at
3:36 p.m.

September 21, 2008
A medical emergency/assault was reported at 1:02
a.m. when a female reported
that a male giving her a hard
time about an alcohol violation hit her with a door. JCU
EMS and UHFD were on
the scene, and the male was
transported to South Pointe
Hospital.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more
information contact x1615.

A story in last
week’s edition incorrectly reported that
JCU dormitories are
not cleaned on the
weekends.
However, the dorms
are cleaned seven days
a week from approximately 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

Campus
Pledges turn out in big numbers during fall recruitment
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Alex Sword
Staff Reporter

Sorority recruitment concluded
this weekend with 112 potential
new female members, the highest
number John Carroll University has
seen in a few years and fraternities
were equally pleased.
According to Kristin Hockwater,
president of the Panhellenic Council, such success can be attributed
to the amount of work and planning
that went into this year’s events, and
the creative methods used to grab
the attention of many freshmen and
prospective pledges.
Greek Life promoted recruitment
through the daily All-Stu e-mail,
posters around campus, the Student
Involvement Fair and atrium table
sign-ups.
Nicki Johnson, Panhellenic vice
president, said, “I think the numbers
were up because we have a large
group of people in Greek Life who
are truly passionate and represent
our core values of leadership, sisterhood and brotherhood, respect and
integrity.”
Promotion for the recruitment
activities was a driving force in the
increase of interest.
One of the innovative advertisements was the green and grey “G”
shirts.
These shirts displayed a “G” on
the front, and either “I am one” or
“I know one” on the back to show

the unity between Greek and nonGreek students.
Greek Life members who represent their sororities or fraternities on
the Panhellenic and Interfraternity
councils respectively, must disaffiliate from their organization during
recruitment so as not to influence a
pledge’s decision to choose a particular sorority or fraternity.
These disaffiliated members
contacted prospective pledges with
e-mails and Facebook groups to
inform them about recruitment
scheduling and events.
For the first time, Panhellenic
sent a letter to the incoming freshmen girls and a separate letter to
their parents during the summer
to inform them about the positive
aspects of Greek Life, according to
Hockwater.
These letters attempted to assure
potential new members and their
parents that Greek Life on JCU’s
campus is much different from
other campuses because of its absolute no tolerance for hazing.
Greek Life also planned and
sponsored many of the freshmen
welcoming activities, such as the ice
cream social and graffiti party.
Hockwater said that by the end of
the graffiti party, 60 girls had signed
up for recruitment. At that time last
year, only five had registered.
Freshman sorority pledge Leigh
George said, “The girls were very
nice and it was fun to dress up. It
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was nerve-wracking
waiting to find out
if I got the sorority I
wanted, but I did and
it was a good weekend. It was a fun process.”
Hockwater thinks
that changing recruitment rules, which used
to limit conversation
between chapter members and potential new
members, had much to
do with the success of
recruitment.
“This year, we improved the recruitment
rules so that instead
of only being able to
talk about one specific thing with a potential new member,
Photo by Caitlin Huey-Burns
the two could discuss
anything that would
This Greek Life T-shirt was given to a JCU student to promote sorority and
allow them to find a
fraternity recruitment.
common ground and
factor in the positive numbers for year, they showed their standards in
connect better,” she
this year.
a positive light.
said.
“We saw opportunities with the
As for future recruitment peHockwater hopes that these rule
changes will help chapter retention freshman orientations as well as the riods, Hockwater is optimistic, if
beginning of the year events, and Greek Life uses the same marketrates as well.
Chapter quotas, given to each planned to have Greek Life sponsor ing tools and promotions as it did
sorority on Bid Day, determine how several of the events for freshmen,” this year.
“Panhellenic and Interfraternity
many new members each organiza- he said.
They
used
those
opportunities
Council
worked incredibly hard this
tion may receive.
Gabe Malemud, president of to their benefit. With the leaders of year to promote a good image for
the Interfraternity Council, felt that Greek Life at almost every freshmen Greeks, and we would just like to
long-term planning was also a key event at the beginning of the school see it continue,” said Hockwater.

Student Center computers find a new, more spacious home
Bridget Fitzgerald
Staff Reporter

The Student Center computer
lab, previously located on the
second floor of the DJ Lombardo
Student Center, has been relocated
to accommodate more students.
The Lombardo Student Center
Lab, as it has been renamed, has
moved to Room 40, above the new
dining hall entrance and next to
the Murphy Room in the campus
ministry hallway.
The previous lab housed eight
computers and chairs in a smaller
space than the one it now occupies.
The former location now serves
as work space for SUPB and Greek
Life.
Elizabeth Fisher, a JCU junior,
said, “I used to go in there to do a
couple e-mails on my way to the

gym, but I could never do homework in that small of a space.”
The newly refurbished doors
welcome students to a lab with eight
personal computers with updated
screens and the newest version of
Microsoft Office, along with one
public laser printer with a more
sufficient paper supply.
The plans for relocating the computer lab were drafted last semester,
and depended upon the renovation
of Student Center corridors being
complete.
Kris Willis, director of facilities
planning and implementation, said,
“The reconfiguration was due to
expand administrative and student
offices and especially to better serve
the students.”
Fisher said, “It’s convenient
because it’s still on my way to the
gym, and the larger space is more
comfortable to stay longer for what-

ever I need to do.”
Willis said there are still additional improvements in progress
for the relocated computer lab,
such as adding new furniture and
tables.
The Lombardo Student Center
Lab is open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Information Technology Services provides free computer assistance there from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sunday through Thursday.
This complimentary service is
available to all students and has
been relocated from Rodman fourth
floor offices.
Students are now allowed to
Photo by Mike Spinelli
receive computer help in addi- The Lombardo Student Center Lab is newly carpeted and holds
tion to being able to complete eight computers and a new printer.
homework or group projects in
tance in the student center because it Services, said he has noticed “a
the new Lombardo Student Center
is more convenient and spacious.”
computer lab.
steady stream of students using the
Adam Parson, a freshman who computer lab” since he has been
Freshman Connor Baird said,
“It’s better to have computer assis- works for Information Technology working there.

Campus Calendar: Sept. 25-Oct. 1

25

Thursday

A bonfire pep rally for the Homecoming football
game will begin
at 7 p.m. in the
Temporary Parking Lot between
the AD building
and Dolan Science Center.

26

Friday

JCU’s version of the
game show “Deal or
No Deal” will take
place at 8 p.m. in
the Dolan Science
Center Atrium, and
late night breakfast
will start at
11 p.m. in the Schott
Dining Hall.

27

Saturday

The first home game
for the John Carroll
football team will
take place at Shula
Stadium at 2 p.m.
against Heidelberg
College.

28

Sunday

The Alumni Mass
will take place
from 11 a.m. to
12 p.m. in the
St. Francis Chapel.

29

Monday

Campus Ministry
is sponsoring a
public lecture by Sr.
Paula Gonzalez, a
Sister of Charity of
Cincinnati, entitled
“Brightening the
21st Century” at
7 p.m. in the LSC
Conference Room.

30

Tuesday

The Office for Multicultural Affairs is
sponsoring a lecture
by Nigerian Jesuit
Priest, Uwem Akpan in the Donahue
Auditorium at
7 p.m.

1

Wednesday

Campus Ministry’s Bible Study
will take place
from 2 p.m. to
3 p.m. in the
Campus Ministry Conference
Room.
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Art vs. Vandalism
Lauren Cohen
The Carroll News

As you walk the streets of downtown
Cleveland, the bold colors of spray paint
and markers create a bright cosmopolitan
landscape. Everything from hip-hop to punk
rock has influenced the concept of “street art,”
otherwise known as graffiti art.
The concept of graffiti art has become
more main stream in recent decades. While
Cleveland may have less of it in comparison
to larger cities like Los Angeles and New
York City, it has come alive on the RTA
routes, as well as on the crisp white walls of
the Cleveland Architecture Gallery, at 1667
East 40th Street, in the Midtown art district
of Cleveland.
When he opened his first artistic space,
Bill Rupnik, the founder and owner of the
two-year-old Architecture Gallery, “wanted it
to have a high-quality, high-style feel.”
Rupnik, 31, has always had a passion for
art. The reason he and many others have developed a love for graffiti is because it is very
abstract, fresh and “out of the box.”
In a phone interview, Rupnik said the
main reason he is so passionate about it is
“for its use of an uncontrollable medium that
is affected by wind, temperature, and other
forms of weather.”
Graffiti art encourages people to think

Photo courtesy of Bill Rupnik

Graffiti art examples featured at Bill Rupnik’s Cleveland Architecture Gallery.
rebelliously and explore new forms of art.
Of course, there is an ongoing argument as to
whether or not graffiti should be considered a
genre of art or if it is just vandalism.
From a professional’s point of view, Rupnik said that the reason that spray paint art is
acceptable is because of “the unspoken code
of ethics amongst artists and writers.”
There is not much harm in artistically

brightening up a dirty street wall, but as Rupnik further suggested, graffiti should never be
done on a church or home.
There is a fine line between artistic talent
and appreciation and disrespect for another
individual’s property; yet, it cannot be denied
that some of the graffiti artists, even throughout Cleveland, have created graffiti art as its
own stylistic world, filled with code names

and characters.
Whether it is through the art of “piecing”
color in an intricate way or spraying graffiti
against dumpsters, it has certainly become
a new phenomenon. And it has brought in
some talented individuals to cities such as
Cleveland.
Part of the appeal of graffiti art is the
culture that goes along with it; a life being
lived by creativity and emotion. Usually, this
type of art is done with spray paint – however,
occasionally artists will use markers, paint
brushes or even stencils.
“The sky is the limit,” explained Rupnik.
To see graffiti in downtown Cleveland, Rupnik’s Architecture Gallery is free to the public.
The regular gallery hours are Saturdays and
Sundays from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. or during the
week by appointment.
For more information, contact the gallery
at (216) 533-5575.
The next exhibit is on Oct. 3, featuring
Chicago artist Matthew Ryan Sharp’s street
art. The exhibit will last for six weeks and is
meant to draw people into the ever-evolving
concept of graffiti art as a way of life.
While it may be a foreign concept to
many, the designs and precision of the work
can be seen as either unique and interesting
or offensive and dirty. But like any art form,
the opinions are endless and the creativity is
long-lasting.

Bodega is a Coventry hot spot
Hailee Dorflinger

Bodega Details:

Staff Reporter

Bodega, a new wine and tapas bar on
Coventry Road, celebrated its grand opening
on May 21. Wine glasses were filled, martinis
were mixed to perfection and beer bottles
were opened as the place buzzed with curious
guests. Since then, Bodega has proven to be a
hot spot on Coventry for people of all ages.
Bodega originates from the Spanish word
meaning “wine bar.” The bar serves several
Spanish wines and tapas. “Tapas” refers to a
small meal or appetizer in Spanish.
The name Bodega gives the bar an exotic
feel and represents some of the menu selections, according to General Manager Danielle
Ruppert.
Owner Said Ouaddaadaa, already the successful owner of Uptowne Grille for 14 years,
wanted to offer guests a unique wine bar with
something for everyone. Ouaddaadaa chose to
open his bar in the Coventry area because of
the diverse population.
There is no other bar like Bodega in the
area, with its versatile menu of beers, wines,
martinis and tapas. The menu pages are filled
with 190 wines, 50 beers and 185 distinctive
martinis, selected by Ouaddaadaa.
“Our wine list is constantly evolving as we
add new wines to meet the demands and curiosity of our customers,” said Ouaddaadaa.
There is also a variety of candy-themed
martinis, such as Snickertini, Milky Way, and
Tootsie Roll; dessert martinis like chocolate
raspberry, tropical, citrus and melon flavored
martinis; and martinis with catchy names like

Location:
1854 Coventry Road
216.932.3060
Hours (daily):
Kitchen is open
4 p.m.- 12 a.m.
Bar is open
4 p.m.- 2:30 a.m.

Photo by Hailee Dorflinger

Bodega, on Coventry Road offers an exotic and contemporary atmosphere and
features a VIP room.
“Dirty GRRRRrl Scout” and “Fancy Pants.”
With prices ranging from $8-$12, there
is sure to be a yummy beverage to please
everyone’s palette.
To accompany the extensive beverage
list is a menu of tantalizing tapas, salads and
soups ranging from $4-$14. The cold tapas
include ethnic selections like Zaalouka, Dolmades, and Proscuitto Di Parma.
The hot tapas menu is just as appealing,
with offerings including Mussels Au Saffron

and Chakchouka Bruschetta.
Bodega also has a selection of vegetarian
options such as Caprese, a salad of fresh mozzarella and ripe roma tomatoes.
The place is furnished with cream-colored
leather furniture and tiger print bar stools.
The restaurant also offers a VIP room for
private parties.
“We want Bodega to be known primarily
as a fine dining establishment. The beautiful
bar and lounging area is an added bonus,”

Price:
Tapas range
from $6-$14
Entrees range
from $27-$35
said Ouaddaadaa.
Since the opening in May, Bodega has
recently hired an accomplished chef to update
and expand the menu offerings.
Bodega is now also open for late lunch,
starting at 4 p.m., and offers a variety of tasty
entrees and nightly specials.
Inside, the atmosphere is relaxing and the
décor is contemporary and exotic. Bodega is
an excellent addition to an already popular
area and is a great new place to check out.
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Cherishing relationships

Rachel
Szuch
Arts & Life Editor

Photo courtesy of tistory.com

Norah (Kat Dennings) and Nick (Michael Cera) get acquainted in ‘Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist.’

Nick and Norah press play
MOVIE REVIEW
‘Nick and Norah’s
Infinite Playlist’

Craig Willert
The Carroll News

“Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist,” directed by Peter Sollett, is a
thrilling movie. Nick, played by the
hilarious Michael Cera (“Superbad,” “Juno”) and Norah, played
by Kat Dennings (“40 Year Old
Virgin”), combine their awkward
humor and love of music for a night
of laughs, disappointments and high
school drama.
The two actors possess great
on-screen chemistry. They deliver a
comedic and all-together wonderful
performance. The film shows audiences what a night of fun in New
York City for a teenager is all about:
young love, enjoying oneself and
seizing life in the moment.
A movie containing several different plot lines, “Nick and Norah’s

Infinite Playlist” gives an in-depth
look at each of the different characters’ troubles. Nick is attempting
to get over his ex-girlfriend and
Norah is on a quest to have a great,
fun-filled night.
Their worlds collide in an unexpected meeting, which ends
up being mutually beneficial and
solves both Nick’s and Norah’s
problems.
In a search to find their favorite
band and a lost friend, Nick and his
band mates encounter everything
imaginable.
Whether it’s meeting with two
bums or the Christmas pageant
debacle, Nick cannot seem to catch
a break until he realizes, in his yellow Yugo car, that he is crazy for
Norah.
Upon this realization, he leaves
his slightly drunk, manipulating
ex-girlfriend dancing in the middle
of the street.
After a long night out, every
story line comes together at one
point and intertwines.
This film is well-written and
provides the audience with plenty
of laughter. Director Sollett does
a great job conveying his message

of what it is like being attached to
one person – Nick with his ex, and
Norah with her first “love.” The audience could almost feel the anguish
of trying to break away.
However, the movie lacked
transition, and at times it seemed to
jump from scene to scene with no
lead-in. Yet, despite its lack of fluidity, Sollett uses the uncanny cast of
characters to perfection.
He presents plenty of different
personalities, from the three gay
friends who offer valuable insight,
to the drunken friend who ends up
being “that girl” who can’t control
herself.
Sollett makes sure we understand
the idea of high school cliques. He
does a solid job capturing those
events, and leaves the audience
always wanting to have a night of
those memories.
Cera’s humor compliments Denning’s sarcastic personality perfectly. Not to mention, the sound track is
great and works well to complement
the movie.
“Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist” is a funny, enjoyable film, and
it certainly creates that night-toremember feel.

There were anxious young women everywhere; it was exhausting,
but rewarding, intense yet ultimately amazing. Last weekend’s Fall
Sorority Recruitment was full of
excitement, new relationships and,
in the end, extreme fatigue.
Now embarking upon my senior
year, I’ve realized that it has become
virtually impossible for me to sleep
more than four hours a night on
top of juggling classes, work, the
wonderfully life-sucking hours that
I spend in the CN office and everything else that is thrown my way on
a daily basis. (Not that I don’t love
every minute of it; but let’s face it,
the occasional extra hour or two of
shut-eye would be fabulous!)
But this week was particularly
crazy. As a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, I spent my entire weekend
here at Carroll, living and breathing
recruitment.
So, how do I handle the stress
and excitement of everything going on around me? The trick is to
find motivation; figure out what is
important. Ask yourself what is essential to living a full life.
That is exactly what one of
my sorority sisters helped me to
do. Sunday morning, during the
final round of recruitment, Brittney
Coder, an amazing Kappa, gave a
demonstration that was representative of what Kappa Kappa Gamma
has meant to her. She described how
vital the relationships she has made
within Kappa have been to her and
how the women in the chapter have
changed her life for the better.
Her poignant speech, while initially opening the flood gates, was
one that made me understand just
how influential the relationships I
have had during my last three years

of college have been. I can appreciate how the relationships a person
makes throughout his or her life are
really what matters most.
Sure, I want to graduate and
succeed in my career goals, but it’s
more than that. All of the things I do
on a daily basis are really just “the
filler” in my life, as Coder would put
it; they aren’t significant.
It is the relationships I have had
that make up the meat and potatoes
of my life. Kappa is an amazing
group of women, and I am proud to
say that they have all touched my
life in some way.
However, it is not only the relationships I’ve made within Kappa,
but also all the relationships I have
had throughout my entire life.
Whether it be with friends, family,
colleagues, significant others or
anyone else for that matter, they
have all really defined who I am and
what is important to me.
Each and every relationship
I have had, regardless of how it
ended, has either changed me for
the better or taught me some kind
of life lesson. As much as some of
them may hurt or seem as though
they served no purpose, every relationship is important in some way
or another.
My point is that you should
never take the people in your life
for granted, because there is no
way to know how long they will
be with you or how much they may
change you.
When you are 70 years old and
sitting at home thinking about what
really matters in life, you aren’t going to remember that you didn’t get
to sleep for an entire week junior
year because you were stretching
yourself between classes, work,
campus activities, sports, Greek life
or whatever else you are currently
involved in.
What you will remember are the
people you met while participating
in all of those things. You will hold
dear all of the amazing relationships you had throughout your life,
with family, friends and everyone
in between.
Contact Rachel Szuch @
Rszuch09@jcu.edu

Entertainment Calendar
Check out what’s happening in Cleveland this week!

9.25
Say Hi (To Your Mom)
Beachland Tavern
9 p.m.
$10

9.29
The Ataris
Agora Theatre &
Ballroom
7:30 p.m.
$11

9.26
Red Wanting Blue
House Of Blues
7:30 p.m.
$10

9.30
Justin Nozuka
House of Blues
9 p.m.
$12.50

9.28
Born Ruffians
The Grog Shop
9 p.m.
$10

10.02
Rise Against
Times Warner Amphitheater
7 p.m.
$27.50
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Five things you should
know this week

Playing in our backyard

AP Photo

Russia sent one of its nuclear-powered warships
into the Caribbean to conduct large military
exercises. These are the first of such exercises
performed by the Russian military since the
Cold War.

Secret nuclear ambitions
The head of the International Atomic Energy
Agency stated that Iran might secretly be hiding
nuclear activities. He stated that Iran should give
up information to clear suspicions. Otherwise,
Iran risks a bad report from the agency when
the 35-nation board is asked about the nation’s
cooperation. An Iranian official denies the
allegation, arguing that the United States is
using the IAEA as a tool to leverage its position
against Iran.

The dangerous market
The volatile market took a big hit once again as
investors remain uncertain about the increasing
number of government bailouts. Currently, the
Bush administration is pushing for Congress to
approve some of the most costly bailouts since
the Great Depression.

Oil climbing back up
On Monday, the price of oil rose over $25 per
barrel at one point. The price finally settled at
$120.92 per barrel, which is up $16.37 from
the previous day’s end. The massive surge is
the biggest single day jump in price on record.
Investors attribute the rise to a weak dollar and
weaker supply from oil producing nations.

A bad surprise
American counterterrorism experts are warning
officials that Al Qaeda may be planning a
surprise attack in hope of influencing the
November presidential election.

Gen. David Petraeus (left) and Gen. Ray Odierno sit during a Change of Command ceremony at
Camp Victory in Baghdad, Iraq.

AP Photo

Petraeus replaced after 20 months
The general helped to change the situation in Iraq

Commentary By
Sean Webster
U.S. Gen. David Petraeus last
week handed over command of all
coalition forces in Iraq last week
to Gen. Ray Odierno. The move
comes at a crucial time in the
struggle for peace in Iraq, a time that
Defense Secretary Robert Gates has
labeled “mission transition.”
The goal is to allow Iraqi forces,
who are already in charge of 11
of Iraq’s 18 provinces, to assume
more of a leading role in military
operations while U.S. forces act as
their support.
The transition was made possible
by a substantial decrease in violence
in Iraq throughout the past year.
According to iCasualties, a Web site
that tracks civilian and coalition casualties in Iraq, there were roughly
80 percent less casualties last month
than in August 2007.
These improved conditions are
due in large part to the strategy of
Gen. Petraeus, who took over in
February 2007 – a time when Iraq,
engulfed in violence, was on the
verge of civil war. While his strategy
included the “surge,” a move that
brought over 20,000 additional U.S.
troops into Iraq, he also encouraged
a more grass roots approach that
included emphasis on the protection of local Iraqi communities and
the utilization of the Awakening
Councils.
These councils, also known as
the Sons of Iraq, are primarily made
up of Sunni Arabs who work for U.S.
forces to fight Sunni extremism.
Their members, many of whom are
former extremist insurgents, have
played a major role in helping to
drive Al Qaeda out of Iraq.
However, despite the improving conditions of the past months,
insurgents still have the ability to
carry out devastating attacks.
Gens. Petraeus and Odierno
acknowledge that the security gains
are “fragile and reversible.” Fortunately, Gen. Odierno – who led the
4th Infantry Division that captured
Saddam Hussein in 2003 – is familiar with both the current strategy and
Iraqi people.

“Your accomplishments have, in fact, been the stuff
of history. Each of you should be proud of what
has been achieved and of the contributions you
continue to make... I am honored to have soldiered
with you in this critical endeavor. “
- Gen. David Petraeus,
Final farewell letter to troops in Iraq

Gen. Odierno has already completed two tours in Iraq, serving
as second in command under Gen.
Petraeus for 15 months. Petraeus
believes that Odierno is the right
man to lead in Iraq.
However, he will face a number
of tests in the coming months. The
first is incorporating the predominantly Sunni Sons of Iraq into the
army and police forces of the Shiitemajority Iraqi government, set to
take place on Oct. 1.
Tensions are high on both sides
as Awakening members fear that
only some of them will be given
jobs, while government officials
question the trustworthiness of
former Sunni insurgents.
Furthermore, provincial elections, viewed as a key step towards
reunifying Iraq, are supposed to take
place next month, but are likely to
be postponed due to the government’s inability to reach a decision
on the status of Kirkuk.
Ethnic Kurds, who make up a
majority of its population, want
Kirkuk to become a part of Kurdistan, a semi-autonomous region in
northern Iraq.
However, Iraq is hesitant to
give up control over the oil rich
city, which also contains a substantial population of Arabs and
Turkmens.
The last provincial elections,
held in 2005, were boycotted by
most Sunni Arabs, resulting in a
disproportionate power structure
that has led to sectarian and ethnic
tensions.

Gen. Petraeus, who has been
promoted to head of Central Command, will now be overseeing
military operations in Iraq and in
Afghanistan.
Next February, 8,000 troops now
stationed in Iraq will be transferred
to Afghanistan, where violence has
escalated in recent months.
Additionally, the United Nations’
mandate allowing coalition forces
to be stationed in Iraq expires at
the end of December. An agreement
allowing U.S. forces to remain in
Iraq after this year has stalled over
a dispute about whether U.S. forces
should be subject to American or
Iraqi criminal law.
Nevertheless, due to an increasing American and Iraqi pressure to
reduce the presence of U.S. forces in
Iraq, it is likely that Gen. Odierno’s
force will continue to shrink.
However, he considers 2011
a reasonable goal for withdrawal
so long as security continues to
improve.
For this to happen, it is imperative that Gen. Odierno encourage
Iraqi government officials, especially Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki,
to put aside sectarian tensions and
political goals to accomplish what
is necessary to preserve the security
gains of Gen. Petraeus.
He has already stated that he
would like to see an improvement
in the Iraqi government’s capability
of providing fundamental services –
such as clean water and electricity
– to Iraqis, which would bolster their
confidence in government.
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The government bails out lenders in hopes of helping the market rebound
From Wire Reports

Mike
Zurn
World News Editor

No one likes high oil
prices, Congress
In July, President George W. Bush lifted
a moratorium on offshore drilling put into
place by his father’s administration in 1990.
The same day, the price of oil saw the biggest
drop in over five years.
As they should be, Americans today are
increasingly worried about the price of oil. I
do not think anyone rushes to the pump with
the same cheerful jubilance as someone buying drinks on a Friday night. In fact, I think we
see the opposite displays of emotion.
To alleviate the stress caused by the price
of gasoline, Americans continue to look toward the government for help. Before moving
on, let me say, for all intents and purposes that
I support the quest for renewable energy. Do
I think that it is coming? Yes.
However, should we have the government
force us into a transition before the technology
is completely efficient? No. There is much to
be done before we find another energy source
to replace the infamous black gold.
With that said, Americans deserve an answer right now. The government should allow
oil companies to drill offshore in the United
States. Think about it. The price of oil saw the
biggest drop in five years after President Bush
made a simple announcement.
Lifting the executive order really had no
meaning at all. In order for oil companies
to drill, Congress would also have to lift a
moratorium it put in place in 1981. What
should this tell us?
Speculators determine the price of oil. If
they perceive a shift in United States policy,
the price will drop (as it did in July). Imagine
the potential price drop if companies actually
begin drilling. I am willing to bet it is pretty
substantial.
In fact, oil companies do not even have to
be drilling to influence the price of oil. Speculators only need to be convinced that the future
will open up a larger supply. Furthermore, the
technology in existence today will bring oil
to the market at a much quicker pace. Even if
the benefits show up later then expected, the
United States is in a better position down the
road if oil’s use is still necessary.
So, for those of you who use the argument
that we will not see the benefit for ten years,
simply look above. Not to mention, the same
argument was being made ten years ago. Look
where it got us: ten years later still complaining about our reliance on foreign markets for
limited supplies of oil.
In the same token, we should all work to
encourage the transition to renewable energy.
I recognize that oil will not be around forever, and that it is not very environmentally
friendly. Go green, everyone!
Therefore, instead of continuing on the
path of partisan politics, Congress should aid
companies investing in alternative, more energy efficient sources. They should also work
to deregulate the renewable industry so that
the market can determine what works. This
could stimulate competition among businesses
and finally help us move in a direction away
from fossil fuels and foreign oil.
Then, OPEC and foreign producers will
not be in a position to short oil supplies to
increase demand and price. Rather, they will
have to work and compete with entities to
provide the most cost-effective, energy efficient source (not oil).
Contact Mike Zurn at
mzurn09@jcu.edu

Wall Street is in a financial crisis, the extent of which warrants government intervention, so lawmakers currently argue. A plan
to reverse the trend in falling market values
includes the government buying distressed
mortgages from institutions such as banks,
the budget for which could easily reach the
hundreds of billions of dollars.
A government bailout plan, scheduled for
completion at the end of this week, is in the
making. Among the solutions being discussed
for it is the massive use of tax dollars to buy
mortgages from troubled financial institutions.
Taking a look at the Resolution Trust Corporation, which bought out and then sold real
estate from failing financial institutions in the
1990s, lawmakers are proposing that similar
actions be taken by the government to rescue
the economy.
This bailout is not meant to take over any
institutions as a whole, but to save only the
distressed parts of them.
“What we are working on now is an approach to deal with systemic risks and stresses
in our capital markets,” Treasury secretary
Henry M. Paulson, Jr. told The New York
Times.
However, the bailout option was first
discussed at the same time that $300 billion
was poured into global credit markets by the
government, and little difference occurred.
Although bailout options have faced opposition from President Bush and his advisors,
the Federal Reserve and the National Treasury
have already taken action on the financial
institutions Bear Sterns, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and American International Group
in past months.
The bailout has faced vehement opposition
from the Republican members of Congress,
especially since news has surfaced that such
a bailout is likely to happen again.
Furthermore, many are angry that the
action was being taken without sufficient
warning.
According to CNN, “Once again the Fed
has put the taxpayers on the hook for billions
of dollars to bail out an institution that put
greed ahead of responsibility and used their
good name to take risky bets that did not pay

AP Photo

American International Group offices in New York, N.Y. The United States
government stepped in and saved the insurance company with $85 billion.
off,” said Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky), who is a
member of the Senate Banking Committee.
Blame is also going to the Bush administration from Democratic senators, who argue
that the problem is rooted in the fact that
Bush failed to regulate the financial industry
properly in the first place.
“The most recent bailout initiated by the
Bush administration —that of AIG— is just
another example that George Bush is a failed
manager,” said Democratic Speaker of the
House Nancy Pelosi.
“Because of the inattention, or a decision
on their part to have crony capitalism in our
country, Americans across the country are
feeling the pain of this.”
The housing market has faced its trouble
in the plunging of home prices, with 1.5 million homes last year and 1.2 million homes
this year being foreclosed or repossessed.
With so much real estate unsold, prices have
drastically tumbled.
The cost of a government bailout will
run as high as $700 billion, according to a
recent Congressional proposal, a hefty price
tag that could put a stop to the even heftier
consequences of not acting at all.

“The short-term implication is that we
would stop a very serious financial panic,”
said Scott Moore, an assistant professor of
finance and economics at John Carroll University.
“I can’t underestimate the importance of
that. The price of a $700 billion bailout might
be costly, but the possibility of a 15 percent
unemployment rate might be more costly.”
The bailout is being argued in Congress as
the only move fit to be taken in the short term
because the time during which the financial
markets are so rapidly decreasing is beckoning
for quick action.
The fear is lingering that the situation
will change too quickly to be remedied by
currently-debated policy.
“It’s a multi trillion-dollar issue that’s
facing America, and we can’t do it in some
timeline that is unrealistic,” said Harry Reid,
Senate Majority Leader.
This financial crisis is also happening in
the midst of a whirlwind of election activity,
which will hopefully pass before the situation
worsens to a new level.
Meghan Wolf contributed to this story

The probable replacement for Israel’s Olmert
A woman hoping to create a lasting peace between Israel and Palestine
Sam Amos
The Carroll News

With the resignation of Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert, Israel is experiencing a critical
transition of its government. Olmert tendered
his letter of resignation on Sunday, Sept. 21
amid allegations of corruption, including
accepting illegal gifts during his term as Jerusalem’s mayor from 1993 to 2003.
Olmert is expected to be replaced by Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni, who was narrowly
elected to be head of Olmert’s Kadima Party
on Sept. 17.
Israel is a parliamentary democracy.
Instead of having two large political parties
like the U.S., it has many small ones, none of
which are large enough to form a majority in
the parliament.
For the government to function, the prime
minister has to form a coalition of different
parties to establish a majority. Livni has 42
days to form such a coalition government. If
she is unable to do so, then the current parliament will be dissolved and general elections
will be held.
The transition of government comes at
an especially delicate point in the country’s
history. Last November at a peace summit
organized by the U.S., Olmert and Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas set January as the

“I think she is [ready
to lead], she’s willing
to negotiate.”
- Mona DeBaz,
JCU political science professor
deadline for establishing a peace accord.
This naturally raises the question as to
whether Livni is the right person to be leading
peace talks with Palestine.
“I think she is,” said John Carroll University political science professor Mona DeBaz,
“she’s willing to negotiate.”
Livni is known for her use of diplomacy
and her willingness to make concessions,
which, according to JCU English professor
Philip Metres, is necessary to “transform
the grinding, directionless ‘peace process’
into a productive and heretofore-unrealized
peace.”
However, her willingness to negotiate
may ultimately be Livni’s undoing. More
conservative politicians, such as members of
the Likud and Shas parties, balk at the idea

of making concessions to the Palestinians.
They may refuse to join the Kadima coalition,
causing Livni to miss her 42-day deadline. “I
see that she has a very difficult task ahead of
her,” said DeBaz.
If no new coalition is formed and general
elections are held, it would push back the
peace talks by months, although this would
not be the first time the Israeli-Palestinian
peace process has been delayed. “It’s not a
new thing,” said DeBaz.
If general elections are held, there are other
prominent Israelis with the eye on the prime
minister’s office, including Defense Minister
Ehud Barak of the Labor Party and former
prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu of the
Likud Party.
Livni, though, is not going down without
a fight. Since Sunday, she’s been busy meeting and politicking with members of the
parliament.
If Livni succeeds in creating a new coalition government acceptable to the Israeli Parliament, she will become the country’s second
woman prime minister, the first being Golda
Meir, who served from 1969 to 1974.
In addition, the heads of all three branches
of the Israeli government – the prime minister,
the speaker of the parliament, and the chief
justice – will all be women.
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Choose or Lose

V
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E

On all levels of government, students are affected by the decisions made by policymakers. On the
federal level, the presidential election allows students to choose the next commander-in-chief.
While locally, one way to alleviate some of the tension between University Heights and JCU is to
vote and voice concerns.

September 25, 2008
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JCU Campus Ministry is sponsoring a Brown Bag Lunch
Series for the upcoming presidential election. Featured
speakers will discuss a variety of issues relating to
students and the local community. Issues will also be
discussed as they relate to Catholic social teaching. For
more information contact Campus Ministry.

Why is it important for JCU
students to vote this year?
The city’s elected officials make decisions that affect everyone on this campus. This year’s presidential election is important for students given the rising cost of energy and food
as well as the war in Iraq. Students should be concerned with
the candidate’s positions on federal student loans and subsidies. All levels of government affect students, from University Heights to the federal government. You should be prepared to voice your opinions.

Deadline is approaching
The last day to register to vote in University Heights
is October 6. Voter registration cards are available at
various offices throughout campus.
Polling locations in University Heights near campus:

Student Voting Rights
Myth

x

Students can’t vote at
their college
addresses.

x

Students can’t register
to vote if they live in a
residence hall.

x

Students will lose
financial aid if they
register in their
college towns.

Wiley Junior High School

Gearity Elementary School

Fact
The Supreme Court ruled in
U.S. v. Symm in 1979 that a
student is entitled to vote from a
school residence.

According to Rock the Vote,
any student who lives in a
dorm is entitled to vote
using that address.
According to the League of
Conservation Voters, voter registration is not a factor in determining scholarship eligibility
for financial aid. Even if a state
considers registration, it is only
one of several factors.

Gearity Elementary
School
2323 Wrenford
Road, University
Heights

Fuchs Mizrachi
2301 Fenwick Road,
University Heights

Wiley Junior High
School
2181 Miramar
Boulevard,
University Heights

Where to register on
campus:

Fuchs Mizrachi

JCU

Photo courtesy of maps.google.com

You can register on campus at the following
locations: the Office of Student Activities, the
Office of Residence Life, the Center for Service
and Social Action, Area Coordinator Offices, the
Office of Campus Ministry, and Grasselli Library.
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JCU Hall of Fame Class of 2008

On Saturday, six former JCU athletes will be inducted into the John Carroll Athletic Hall of Fame. In
addition, the entire 1974-1975 wrestling team will be inducted. That team has the honor of being the only
JCU team to ever win an NCAA Division III National Championship. These are the six athletes that will be
inducted for their individual performances:
The actual hall of fame ceremony will take place tomorrow
night during a banquet at Windows on the River in downtown
Cleveland.

Kim MacDougall Moore - Swimming
Class of 1990
Hometown: Royal Oak, Mich.
Achievements: MacDougall
was a member of three
Presidents’ Athletic Conference
and one Ohio Athletic
Conference championship
team during her career. She
won nine individual conference
titles and nine relay conference
titles.
Post-JCU: She teaches
high school social studies in
London, Ky.

Chris Connelly - Wrestling
Class of 1994

All inductees will be honored during halftime of this weekend’s
Homecoming game. Kickoff between JCU and Heidelberg College
is set for 2 p.m.

Doug Dickason - Baseball/Football
Class of 1988

Hometown: Greenville, Pa.

Achievements: Dickason was
a seven-time letter winner at
JCU. He was a three-time allconference punter in football.
In baseball, he was the 1988
Most Valuable Pitcher award
winner in the Presidents’
Athletic Conference.
Post-JCU: He owns a
franchise of Navis Pack and
Ship, serving Northeast and
Central Ohio.

Hometown: Rocky River,
Ohio
Achievements: Connelly
finished third in the nation in
the 1994 NCAA Division III
Tournament. He earned AllAmerican honors in both 1993
and 1994.

London Fletcher - Football
Class of 1998

Carrie McVicker
Softball
Class of 1998

Post-JCU: He teaches
seventh grade math and
coaches wrestling at North
Royalton Middle School in
Ohio.

Matt Lemieux - Track and Field
Class of 1998
Hometown: Euclid, Ohio
Achievements: Lemieux
was a four-time All-American
who won the 1998 NCAA
outdoor pole vault Division III
Championship. He still owns
the JCU record for indoor and
outdoor pole vault jumps.
Post-JCU: He is a hospital
sales rep for Bristol Myers
Squibb.

Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio

Hometown: Toledo, Ohio

Achievements: Fletcher was
elected as an All-American
in both the 1996 and 1997
seasons. He was a finalist
for the Gagliardi Award, the
Division III award equivalent
to the Heisman Trophy in
Division I.

Achievements: McVicker
was voted the Most Valuable
Catcher in the country in
1998 after leading all of
Division III in home runs.
Her 14 home runs in a
season remain a JCU
record.

Post-JCU: He currently plays
for the Washington Redskins.
He is in his 11th season in the
NFL.

Post-JCU: She teaches
the sixth grade at Denison
School in Cleveland, Ohio.

*Photos courtesy of Sports Information
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JCU gives up late score, falls to Baldwin-Wallace
Red zone turnovers prove to be costly as Blue Streaks surrender 4th-quarter lead
Sean Fagan
Staff Reporter

Baldwin-Wallace quarterback
Anthony Gardner threw a 24-yard
flea flicker to receiver Matt Lepley
with less than two minutes remaining, pushing the Yellow Jackets
ahead of the Blue Streaks for a 2117 win in the Ohio Athletic Conference opener for both teams in Berea,
Ohio Saturday night.
The loss dropped the Blue Streaks
to 1-1 and 0-1 in the OAC.
Gardner, whose team was behind
up to that point, took a pitch from
running back Kyrell Crook and connected with Lepley for the second
time in the game.
The touchdown capped a 10play, 69-yard drive that came right
after a 10-play, 67-yard touchdown
drive that sliced the Blue Streak lead
to three points.
B-W’s two best scoring drives
came right after JCU senior quarterback Mark Petruziello put a
touchdown on the board with a pass
to sophomore running back Mark
Elsaesser to make the score 17-7.
That play, as well as a blocked field
goal by senior Michael Nettling, appeared to seal the game for JCU.
But missed opportunities haunted
the Blue Streaks until the end. Even
though each team turned the ball

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

After a loss at B-W, the Blue Streaks were left looking for answers.
over three times, two JCU turnovers
occurred within the B-W 25-yard
line, and the third led directly to the
Yellow Jackets’ first score.
Simply put, JCU couldn’t finish.
“We had two fumbles and an
interception deep in our own territory. That definitely affected the
game,” said coach Regis Scafe.
“But give B-W credit. They came
in pumped up and made it very hard

for us to win.”
The Streaks’ offense was on fire
in the early going. Sparked by junior
Frank Ross’ 32-yard kick return to
start the game, they effortlessly
passed their way down the field.
Petruziello hooked up with junior
Rebere Sparks on a 24-yard catch
and run to open the scoring.
Even more encouraging was the
defense: on the next drive, senior
Carlo Melaragno stepped in front of

Gardner’s pass for his first interception of the year.
JCU failed to score on that
possession, a mistake that would
become a theme for the evening.
Baldwin-Wallace would strike
next, courtesy of a Petruziello interception in his own territory in
the second quarter. Coupled with
a personal foul called against JCU
after the play, that gave B-W the ball
at the JCU 15-yard line. Gardner
found Lepley in the end zone to tie
the game at seven.
JCU senior kicker Josiah Kedzior
wrapped up the scoring in the first
half with a field goal to make it 10-7
heading into the locker room.
The Blue Streaks will get a
chance to avenge the loss on Saturday when they play their home
opener against Heidelberg College
at 2 p.m. The game will carry special significance as it is Homecoming weekend.
Heidelberg comes to Shula Stadium with an identical 0-1 conference record; they dropped their
conference opener to Capital 38-17
on Saturday. Scafe says the Blue
Streaks will be challenged.
“[Heidelberg] is a real fast team,”
said Scafe. “We really need to be on
our toes because they can make you
pay for your mistakes.”

Game Statistics

17
21
PassingJCU: Petruziello - 29-44
301 yards, 2 TDs, 2 INTs
B-W: Gardner - 17-28
224 yards, 3 TDs, 1 INT
RushingJCU: Petruziello 12 carries for 30 yards
B-W: Crook
18 carries for 92 yards
ReceivingJCU: Ross - 9 rec. 95 yds.
B-W: Jennings - 4 rec. 58 yds.
DefenseJCU: Nettling - 12 tackles
B-W: Taylor - 9 tackles

Injured Gambone determined to write the end of her story
Matt Mihalich
Staff Reporter

The Star Spangled Banner still
echoed throughout the Tony DeCarlo Varsity Center, a gym that,
in September, plays host to only
one team.
John Carroll University’s volleyball team huddled around one
another with their hands in the air
before six familiar faces took the
court.
Meagan Gambone, in her fourth
year as a Blue Streak key player,
set herself up by the net to make yet
another play.
It was something she had done a
thousand times before.
Her feet were wide; her hands
were stretched out past the net and
with her teammates, Notre Dame
College had no chance of getting the
spinning white volleyball past her.
It hit her arm and deflected
towards Notre Dame’s side of the
floor. Yet another kill for Gambone.
But when her feet landed back
on the hardwood, Gambone hobbled
upwards.
Something was wrong.
“It’s one of the things you do 100
times in practice or in a game and
you don’t think twice about it. I just
went to get back up and it didn’t feel
right,” said Gambone.
X-rays would later reveal that
Gambone had broken her third and
fourth metatarsals.
With two small bones in her foot
broken, doctors told the Green, Ohio
native that this could end her season.
But on Sept. 10, Gambone was not
finished yet.
“I got up right away, I stayed
through the rotation, and came out
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John Carroll senior Meagan Gambone has already secured her
name in the JCU record books, but she is still not satisfied.
and had the trainers look at it and
convinced [them] to let me play so I
was able to get my 1000th kill. ”

A thousand’s not enough
According to doctors, the injury
could have the senior out anywhere
from two weeks to two months,
which means Gambone’s career,
let alone her season, would be cut
short.
Luckily for her, she reached her
milestone of 1000 kills, totaling her
career at 1001 kills.
However, Gambone has other
plans.
“The bottom line is I’m coming
back. I’m determined,” she said.

“When someone tells you that you
can’t, it just makes you want to say,
‘Watch me.’ Obviously, I know my
body’s limits. I’m not going to be
stupid, but I’m pretty optimistic.”
Gambone’s rehabilitation consists of icing, swimming and wearing a restrictive boot that limits
movement of her foot and protects
the injury.
The latest doctor’s opinion estimates that if she keeps steadily
improving, she could be back on
the court in as little as two more
weeks.
“At this point, I truly feel for
having been two weeks along that
a lot of progress has been made,”
she said.

“I’m really good about keeping
my boot on and icing it – it’s my
routine. I’m trying to take all the
measures with what they’re telling
me to do.”
If all goes according to plan,
there is a chance she can be back in
action for the start of Ohio Athletic
Conference matches, beginning in
the first week of October.
“It would be fabulous to get back
in time for conference play. My goal
is to be back on October 3, the Ohio
Northern game,” she said.
“Any time you’re not in you’re
just like, ‘I have to be in there.’”
Gambone knows she needs to
stay focused to be able to play as
soon as possible.
“I’ve always been an optimistic
person so I’m going to keep that
outlook through this,” she said.
“In retrospect, at least [the injury
happened] now instead of later so I
have time to get better.”

up. I was hardcore basketball.”
Plummer was hired the summer
before Gambone stepped foot on
campus and convinced her to play
collegiate volleyball.
“I thought I might as well give it
a try,” said Gambone.
Since then, Plummer and Gambone, along with seniors Colleen
Cavanagh, Emily Jackson, Katie
Hastings and Amanda Scalise have
elevated the program.
Four years after deciding to
play volleyball at JCU, Gambone
is thrilled with her decision to give
volleyball a shot.
“Of course, now it’s ingrained.
I can’t even imagine not playing
because it has come to be such a
big part of my life, just as far as
those are some of my best friends.
It’s something that really does
become part of who you are,” said
Gambone.

Still in the action
It’s better than nothing
Whether she will be on the sidelines for another two weeks or two
months, Gambone’s career has been
a mix of positive hard work and a
lucky chance.
Although Gambone seems to be
a staunch volleyball player, coach
Cally Plummer was lucky Gambone
responded to her voicemail when
Plummer called to recruit her.
Gambone said, “I always thought
about playing volleyball in college,
but I knew I wouldn’t be a D-I
player. I didn’t even think – after
my senior year – that I was going
to play volleyball in college.
“When I was younger I did everything my older sister Morgan did.
I took up whatever sports she took

Right now, her teammates are
what keep Gambone active on the
sidelines. She has taken up roles unfamiliar to her, keeping statistics and
cheering loudly from the bench.
“I think for now, I’m just trying really hard to just be the most
supportive teammate I can be. I’m
just trying to be the person that has
the encouraging thing to say when
they’re coming off the court.”
And although Gambone is not on
the court, she still takes her duties
on the team very seriously.
“I still want to be the captain,
even though I’m not on the court.
I want my teammates to know that
I’m there for them no matter what
and that I’d do anything for them
I could.”

Sports

The Carroll News

Defense leads the way in win over Ohio Wesleyan
Laura Boselovic
The Carroll News

The John Carroll University
men’s soccer team ended last week
with their first loss of the 2008
season. This week, they set out to
return to their winning ways.
The Blue Streaks hoped to get
back on track against Case Western
Reserve University.
Unfortunately for JCU, the offense had a tough go against the
Case Western Spartans, falling by
a score of 1-0.
The Blue Streaks and Spartans
were scoreless for the first 70 minutes. Case finally got on the board
when Mark Ilhan knocked one
past JCU junior goaltender Matt
DeMarchi. This would be the only
score of the game.
While the JCU offense attempted
six shots on goal, compared to just
three for Case Western, the Spartans
won in the only category that really
matters – the scoreboard.
The loss marked the first time
JCU had been shutout in a regular
season game since the Blue Streaks
fell 1-0 to Malone College on Sept.
8, 2007.
After their second straight loss,
JCU looked to stay above the .500
mark against a very good team from
Ohio Wesleyan University.
Ohio Wesleyan, a 20-time NCAA
tournament qualifier, was ranked
seventh in the NCAA Division III
polls as recently as a week ago.
The Blue Streaks had a lot of
respect for their opponent.
“[Ohio Wesleyan] has a good
program with a big name coach,”
said junior Steve Rock. “They are
well respected in the soccer community.”
While JCU respected the Battling Bishops from Ohio Wesleyan,
they showed that they were not fearful of the perennial power, defeating
them 3-1.
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JCU Athletics
Scoreboard
SEPT. 17 - SEPT. 23

Volleyball

Cross Country

Carnegie-Mellon Crossover
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Senior Scott McKinney, left, assisted on the Blue Streaks second
goal against Ohio Wesleyan that helped win the game for JCU.
The two teams took to the field
Saturday afternoon for what would
be an intense and physical matchup.
Before the game, the team knew
that Ohio Wesleyan would bring a
different style of play.
“It was definitely one of the
quickest paced games we have
played,” explained Rock. “They
brought a fast-pace style and there
was no down time in the game.”
In the first half, both teams were
unable to score given the great defense on display.
The Blue Streaks defensive rotation of Rock, along with sophomore
David Hickey, freshman Jake Milli
and junior Ryan Ricart, was able to
fend off any offensive attacks by
the Bishops.
Early in the second half, Ohio
Wesleyan caught the Blue Streaks
off-guard with a quick goal to take
a 1-0 lead.
The goal came after a quick
throw-in that occurred while the
Blue Streaks defense was still retreating into position.
But JCU was able to quickly
respond.

Sophomore Joe Ciacchi broke
ahead of the defense and kicked a
shot that deflected off a defender and
into the goal to tie the score at one.
With 18 minutes left in the game,
freshman Corey Rider found the
back of the net to give JCU some
breathing room and the lead for the
first time in the game.
Ohio Wesleyan tried for one final
push, pulling their goaltender in favor of another offensive player.
The JCU defense stepped up
again by stopping or deflecting
every shot attempted.
Upon the deflection of a Bishops’
shot, senior Mike Pinter caught up
with the ball and passed to Louis
Kastelic, who ran a two-on-one
breakaway with junior Jeff Kosek.
Kastelic then passed to Kosek, who
then drove a shot into the corner of
the net for John Carroll’s third goal
of the game, ending any thought of
a comeback.
“This win gives us confidence
and is definitely a good way to continue this nine-game non-conference
run,” Rock said. “We know we are
a good team.”

JCU			
Johns Hopkins

1
3

JCU			
Allegheny		

3
1

JCU			
Carnegie-Mellon

2
3

JCU			
R.I.T.		

3
2

Golf
JCU Fall Invitational
Men - First out of 10
JCU Leader Blake Furgerson

70

Women
JCU 			
Ursuline College

384
394

JCU Leader Maura Reilly		

91

Field Hockey
JCU 			
6
Ashland University 0
JCU Goal Leaders Emily Herfel		
2

National Catholic Meet
Men - 25th out of 33
Women - 14th out of 35
JCU Top FinishersEmily Tillmaand - 48th
Nick Habursky - 102nd

Soccer
Men
JCU			
Case Western		

0
1

JCU			
Ohio Wesleyan

3
1

JCU goals Joe Ciacchi		
Corey Rider		
Jeff Kosek		

1
1
1

Women
JCU			
Oberlin

3
2

JCU			
Grove City

1
1

JCU Goals Elizabeth Daigler
Betsy Haigh		
Brynn McNicholas
Caitlyn Walton

1
1
1
1

Streaks of the Week

Football
Ken Bevington
senior
- Bevington totaled nine
tackles and a sack as JCU fell
to Baldwin-Wallace, 21-17.
Including the sack, he had
three tackles for losses which
knocked the Yellow Jackets
back 13 yards.

Women’s Soccer
Betsy Haigh
sophomore
- The Blue Streaks trailed
Grove City College 1-0 with
just over two minutes remaining. Haigh came to the
rescue and netted her first
goal of the season to tie the
score.

Men’s Soccer

Golf

Football

Matt DeMarchi
junior

Blake Furgerson
junior

Rebere Sparks
junior

- DeMarchi had a solid
week as the Blue Streaks
went 1-1. In a 0-1 loss to
Case Western, DeMarchi
allowed just one goal. He
followed that with a 3-1 win
over Ohio Wesleyan.

- Furgerson fired a twounder-par 70 at Fowler’s
Mill Golf Course to claim
first place. Furgerson’s round
helped pace the Blue Streaks
to the team title at the JCU
Fall Invitational.

- Sparks was one of quarterback Mark Petruziello’s
favorite targets against the
Yellow Jackets. He had eight
catches for 86 yards, including a 24-yard touchdown
reception.

Visit Us
on the
web at
JCUNEWS.COM

Looking for something
to do this semester?
join

The Carroll News
We need:
*Designers
*Writers
*Photographers
Contact jcunews@jcu.edu
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Editorial

CarrollOne Card disappoints

Editorial

Residence halls limit space

With the increase in enrollment of freshmen this year,
on-campus living conditions have become stressful and
problematic. Even though the influx of students is positive
for the University, the residence halls do not seem ready
for growth.
With more students occupying the same amount of space,
public areas are becoming non-existent or unappealing. Hall
study lounges, once available to all students, have been
turned into room for others. Bathrooms and common areas,
which were not in the greatest shape to begin with, are becoming dirtier due to greater use and no additional upkeep.
Nonetheless, situations in the dorms do not seem as noticeable to the administration as they do to the students.
One option for easing the tension is to eliminate the opportunity for buyouts. It is unreasonable for some students
to have entire rooms to themselves while other students are
forced to turn study lounges into rooms. Another alternative would be for the University to move more students to
off- campus apartments.
JCU already owns five apartment complexes and students
who are currently living at these locations seem to enjoy
their new living arrangements. The apartments are close to
campus and provide students with easy access to all of JCU’s
facilities while still fixing the problems of overcrowding.
Whatever the solution, the University’s newest and greatest
priority should be doing whatever is necessary to improve
the conditions of dorm life.
For the University to attract more students, it has to take
care of its students who are already here.

“

So far this semester, the new CarrollOne Card has proven
to be more of a nuisance than a benefit to John Carroll University students. The new Heartland system ID cards are
supposed to provide a unique array of services to students
,including the ability to use it in lieu of money at off-campus
retailers and other universities. The card has the ability to
be used for vending machines and doing laundry in the
residence halls.
However, this has hardly been the case. Aside from going
snackless and without clean clothes, students have also been
unable to use the card’s other features since the beginning
of the semester. The administration has had almost a month
to correct the errors, and yet many students are still unable
to use their cards. Just last week, students were unable to
grab food at the Inn-Between and Einstein Bros. Bagels
because the computer system was down and not accepting
Carroll Cash.
While the CarrollOne Card appears to be a promising
asset for the JCU community, students cannot fully reap its
benefits until the administration corrects all errors associated with the system. Also, it would be beneficial to create
a backup system or alternative method to pay when the
system is down. Because students pay for their meal plans
and additional money on the card, they should be able to
access it when needed.

Cartoon by Joe Hinkel

“

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“This place is all I’ve ever known. I can’t even
picture what it’s going to be like next year. I can’t
even think what that will be like.”

-New York Yankee Derek Jeter on the last game played at the old Yankee
Stadium Monday night. The new stadium, which was built right beside the old
one, cost $1.3 billion.

HIT & miss

Hit: Bocce tournament today Hit: Fall has officially started Hit: Homecoming Week theme and festivities Hit:
Footprints for Fatima race miss: JCU football loses to
Baldwin-Wallace miss: Stock market continues to plunge
Hit: Bills win against Raiders Hit: Ramadan miss: Steelers and Browns lose games Hit: Cooler temperatures Hit:
The new Latin workout craze, Zumba Hit: The new computer lab in the Student Center miss: CarrollOne Card
system Hit: Apple-picking Hit: Pumpkin spice lattes and
other fall flavors Hit: Hay rides Hit: American Red Cross
Blood Drive Hit: Registering to vote Hit: New “Running
Club” at JCU Hit: Tie-dying on the Quad miss: Old coffee
at Inn-Between miss: Parking tickets
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Lo Castro’s
The sisterhood of Greek letters 			 Lowdown
OURVIEW

Katie
Sheridan
Campus Editor
Facebook had a field day this
weekend. There were hundreds
of new photo albums, wall posts
and status updates. I’m sure Mike
Zuckerberg, creator of Facebook,
had a difficult time choosing what
was worthy of the mini-feed. But
never fear, countless posters and
groups of girls in required matching
T-shirts will ensure that everyone
knows just who received a bid this
weekend.
That’s right! For a mere several
hundred dollars you could have
been worthy of a mini-feed announcement.

Over 50 girls made the pledge
and were “born again” into sorority
life. They’re now KD, Kappa, Chi
O, Gamma Phi, and Theta babies
and “sisters” for life.
Like Elle Woods, there are many
sorority girls who finally break the
stereotype, but the rest are a testament to the sorority lifestyle.
Many of them like to party hard,
spend countless hours with their
sisters and consider their family
of bigs and littles closer than their
blood relatives.
They form a tight little clique,
and before they get defensive about
the word clique, it’s defined as a
small, exclusive group of people.
Isn’t that exactly what a sorority
is?
Before I lose all my friends who
are in sororities, I want you to know
that I think you’re all wonderful
people and the Greeks, as a whole,
do a lot of good for JCU and the
local community.
The problem is that so does Labre, the Catholic Worker, JUSTICE
and Circle K, and each of these orga-

nizations does so without a fee and
matching shirts. You don’t have to
be selected to do good deeds and
there is no yearly fee to maintain
the friends you make.
I want to congratulate all the
girls who did make it into a sorority. I know that it is a very intense,
selective process, and I’m glad
you’ve found a group of girls who
make you happy.
For those who didn’t make the
cut and are feeling the burn compliments of mini-feed, we’re always
looking for writers.
You’re always more than welcome to join The Carroll News
and voice your opinion. You should
know that we do have matching
shirts and on Tuesday nights we’re
pretty exclusive.
We spend countless hours together working, all in one room.
It’s our version of chapter.
The good news is that there is
no fee, and every once in a while
we are worthy of a Facebook announcement or are tagged in a
Carroll News related album.

Gettin’ the
word on:
Jenna
Lo Castro
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor
This is an ode to all my fellas
out there.
Too often in society, we assume
it’s always girls and women who
aren’t happy with their bodies. Pop
culture continues to draw emphasis
on weight issues.
From anorexia to the health
concerns of being overweight, our
culture is detrimentally wrapped up
in image, particularly female image.
It’s because of this that many people
overlook the notion that men too,
can often feel disgusted and miserable with themselves. Now guys,
I’m not trying to bruise your ego
here by comparing you to a hormonal, bon-bon eating chick. But
the truth of the matter is, everyone
has a fat day once in a while. And
that’s OK.
Here’s why: While it may not be
the vast majority of girls who agree
with this, there are some girls who
actually enjoy some meat on their
men. It’s clear that not every guy is
built like Arnold Schwarzenegger
circa 1978, or should be for that
matter.
So this is an ode to all the guys
who think the only way to really
draw in the ladies is through sixpack abs and massive biceps.
I’m here to say that not every girl
wants filet mignon. (Me? I’m more
of a rump roast gal.) Rather than
spend ungodly amounts of time in
Corbo trying to transform yourself
in some unnaturally short period of
time, you should respect the skin
you’re in. (Thanks, Dove.)
And not only should you embrace your manly figure, but also
its uber-masculine entailments:
hair. There’s also this preconceived
notion that men are supposed to be
smoother than a baby’s butt. This is
all fine and dandy, if you’re into 12
year olds. But real dudes also have a
little fuzz accompanying their bod.
For instance, I have a buddy who
has what we lovingly refer to as, “a

An ode on voluptuous
gentlemen
sweater vest.” Aside from having a
very round belly, he also has a burly
amount of fur on his whole chest.
Not only do I embrace this aspect
of him, but I make it a point to let
him know on his “fat days” that
there’s nothing wrong with a little
Bigfoot action.
There’s no such thing as perfect—the fact of the matter is that
he’s real. He leads a typical, hectic
college student’s life and he’s built
the way that someone of his age
and lifestyle should be built. All of
which he definitely embraces.
Lastly, I’d like to address the
tendency for guys to frequent the
tanning salon a little too much.
Now, there’s nothing wrong
with a little sun-kissed glow, but
when a guy starts to have raccoon
eyes, this is a precise indication that
there needs to be a break in the UV
ray action.
While some people are more
attracted to these qualities, it’s not
always the most desirable aspect of
a man. Some girls dig thicker guys,
some girls like heroin chic dudes,
others are really into shorter men.
It all just depends. I think it’s
safe to say though, that in the grand
scheme of “boy meets girl” relationships, there’s definitely a translation
of physical attraction.
Although we’ve all heard thousands of times in our lives that
personality should be the only thing
that matters in a relationship, the
truth of the matter is that personality
is not the sole characteristic that attracts individuals to one another.
I am a firm believer that for a
relationship to be wholly successful,
you have to be physically attracted
to your mate.
But no matter how you’re built
or what you look like, there’s someone out there who is going to look
at you and feel not only adequate,
but also attracted.
Contact Jenna Lo Castro at
jlocastro09@jcu.edu

That’s what See said: I only went to six classes last week
Bob Seeholzer
Features Editor

I like Ike a little.
I like rhyme and alliteration
more.
I like cancelled classes A LOT.
Hurricane Ike’s remnants blew
through Northeast Ohio and took
out the power at JCU last week.
The result was the cancellation of
classes. It made me so happy that I
wrote about it.
I think what made it so special

was that it was such a surprise. I
was on my way to my first class and
was stopped by one of my friends
who informed me that 8 a.m. and 9
a.m. classes were off. We went to
breakfast since there weren’t any
rousing lectures to sit in on.
(Isn’t it weird the cafeteria and
some dorms had power, but the
buildings that hold classes didn’t?
Conspiracy? CSS might want to
look into it, I’m just sayin’…)
While we were eating, rumors
started spreading that all classes
had been cancelled. I quickly finished my bowl of Fruit Loops and
went back to my room to verify this
claim. “It’s true!” is all I had time to
say before my body instantly went
into nap-mode.

If this nap were a girl, Ne-Yo
would write songs about it. I felt
like I was asleep for hours, but it was
only 90 minutes. It was phenomenal,
both literally and facetiously.
I awoke from my slumber to find
out practice had been moved up an
hour and a half, which was more
great news because I was already
a day late on my deadline for the
features section.
This left a large chunk of time in
the late afternoon for me to watch
Colin Beisel create award-winning
layouts.
Actually, go read Features. Right
now. It’s actually informational
and not just random silly babble
(RSB).
This, however, is RSB. A whole

bunch of it. It’s really not even
funny. It’s just kind of sitting here
taking up space, eerily similar to my
typical summer routine.
And who do I have to thank for
my wonderful morning reminiscent
of summers passed? Hurricane Ike.
Due to his gusty activity last week,
he now tops my list of “favorite
Ikes.”
I don’t care if Eisenhower led us
to victory in WWII, was the 34th
president of the United States and
served as the first supreme commander of NATO. He never got me
out of philosophy.
Cross country, however, did.
That’s right. I had legit excuses
twice in one week. Friday, the team
had a meet in South Bend, Ind. at

some school called Notre Dame. I
heard they have a terrible chiropractic department and get a lot of noise
violations.
The campus and the course were
pretty hyped up, but neither met
expectations.
I wasn’t even all that impressed
with the Golden Dome. (That’s what
See said.)
Now that I’ve filled my tropical
storm reference, cross country shout
out and inappropriate innuendo
quotas for the week, I’m going to
stop writing.
Besides, I’ve got some reading
to catch up on.
Contact Bob Seeholzer at
rseeholzer11@jcu.edu
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Wonder
word
What does bloviate mean?
“To go on a date with a
young man named
Rupert.”
Tom Schuba,
sophomore

“A blowfish when it’s
blown up.”
Ashley Blaylock,

“It means to eat a lot.”
Joe Rizzuto,
sophomore

Bloviate is speaking or writing at length
in a pompous or boastful manner.

What did you think of
Homecoming this year?
Let us know. Write a
letter to the editor.

HC
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ealth

orner

Ryan Knotts
Coordinator for Developmental
Programming
It has been 30 years since the
release of “Animal House.” How
many of you can perfectly visualize
the iconic image of John “Bluto”
Blutarsky, as brilliantly played by
the late John Belushi?
The film “Animal House,” much
to the chagrin of some college administrators, has become a cult classic that has led to many other films,
like “Super Bad.” These films have
greatly influenced the expectations
and behaviors of college students
for the last 30 years.
Ask yourself, “When I think of
‘Animal House’, what do I think
about?” For most, the answer is having a good time and alcohol.
Alcohol creates a certain set of
positive expectations for college
students. We know from our Core
Alcohol and Drug Survey results
that 87.5 percent of John Carroll
University students say it breaks
the ice. College students are great
at assessing the potential positive
gains related to alcohol; they are
not as good at weighing the potential risks.
Unless they occur on a regular

Making healthy decisions
about alcohol can lead to
good decisions about life

basis, most students would be unwilling to label vomiting, missed
classes, fights and blackouts as
problems. Nationally, the potential
consequences include: 1,400-1,700
deaths, 500,000 injuries, 600,000
assaults, 70,000 sexual abuses,
400,000 with unprotected sex, 25
percent report academic problems,
150,000 health problems, 1.2-1.5
percent attempt suicide, 2.1 million
drunk-drivers, and 11 percent commit vandalism.
Some of you might say, “Ryan,
what’s the big deal? This is college.
This is what we are supposed to do.”
In the field of prevention, we call
this the “college effect.” As soon as
students enter college, the number
of abstainers goes down and the
number of binge drinkers goes up.
The consumption of alcohol
from first-year students to seniors
at JCU goes up roughly 25 to 30
percent. Comparatively speaking,
your non-college peers consumption
rates also go up, but you outpace
them in frequency and quantity.
This poses two potential problems for college students.
One, students who drink heavily and frequently, as stated earlier,
have more accidents, are involved
more frequently in violent activities,

do worse in school and generally
make life more difficult for those
who live around them than students
who do not drink.
The good news is that most
students will grow out of this phase
when they leave college. Unfortunately, potential problem number
two is that 31 percent of college
students meet the criteria for alcohol
abuse and six percent for the diagnosis of alcohol dependence.
If you or someone you know falls
under this last category, get help.
Otherwise, this will continue to be
a struggle and it will lead to other
consequences for the rest of your
life. To check to see if you are dependent on alcohol, go to this Web
site: www.alcoholscreening.org
In regards to alcohol, I want you
to make decisions that are congruent
with your values. If you decide not
to drink, good for you.
If you decide to drink, I hope
that you will do so in a healthy and
responsible manner.
In the meantime, check out the
latest issue of Student Health 101
for more health related information
check out student health through the
campus Webmail.
Have a great Homecoming
weekend!

2008 Core Alcohol and Drug Survey
Reasons for JCU student alcohol use
Breaks the ice		

		

87.5%

Gives people something to talk about

86.5%

E-mail
jcunews@jcu.edu.
Deadline is Sunday at 5
p.m.

Enhances social activity				

86.4%

Facilitates connection with peers		

77.6%

Facilitates sexual opportunity			

53%

The Carroll News reserves the right to edit
letters for length and to reject letters if they
are libelous or do not conform to standards
of good taste. All letters received become the
property of The Carroll News. Anonymous
letters will not be published unless the source
reveals his or her identity to The Carroll
News and the situation is deemed appropriate
in its anonymity. Letters to the editor must
not exceed 500 words and must be submitted
to jcunews@jcu.edu by 5:00 Sunday night.

Easier to deal with stress				

50.2%

Makes women sexier					

35.8%

Makes men sexier					

23.4%
-compiled by Ryan Knotts
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CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
Houses for rent walking distance to JCU
for 2008-2009 year. Call Grace at 216751-4519

Help Wanted
Help with painting wanted. Private
residence, Cleveland Heights. $10 per
hour. Please call 216-321-7312

Home available for rent just minutes
from JCU! 3Br 2 and 1/2 Bath updated
& spacious. Newly finished basement
w/ wet bar, new kitchen and baths.
Please call 4402896140 or 2163469366

Babysitter needed PT for one child in
my Cleveland Heights home. Must have
references, clean driving record and
safe/reliable transportation. Competitive
compensation and flexible for a kind,
energetic, adaptable and highly
responsible person. Joan 216-407-7449

For Rent, on Warrensville Center Rd.
near John Carroll. 2 Family houses, 2
or 3 bedroom suites available. Very
clean and well maintained. Large rooms,
garage space, all appliances included.
Available June 1st 2009. THE GOOD
ONES GO FAST, SO GET STARTED
NOW!!Call Mike: Sr. (440)724-6654 or
Jr (440)336-4254

Babysitter needed. Mon-Fri, 7:30am to
9am. Get 2 boys (7,9) ready and off to
Shaker elementary school. $12/hr. Please
call 216-215-3833 if interested.
Sitter needed $10 per hour for 1 child.
10-20 hours per week. Please contact
Michele @ 216-514-2258
City & East Now Hiring Servers &
Bouncers. Call 330-770-8840

Classified ads cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and $0.25 for each
additional word.
To be placed, ads must be typed
or handwritten clearly and legibly and sent to or dropped off
at The Carroll News office with
payment.

Want to run a
classified?

Classified ads will not be run
without pre-payment.
Classifieds will not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds is noon of the Monday prior
to publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Phone: (216) 397-4398
Mail us at: The Carroll News
John Carroll Univ.
20700 N. Park Blvd.
University Hts, OH 44118
E-mail the CN at:
carrollnews@jcu.edu.

E-mail
carrollnews@
jcu.edu

Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex, religion, color, national origin, family status and handicap
in all Ohio rental property. The Carroll News will not
knowingly accept advertising in violation of this law. As
a consequence, The Carroll News will not accept rental
ads that stipulate the gender of the tenants.
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Get clips from The Carroll News

